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Abstract 

Smith. B.C.. The owl and the cleelric encyclopedia, Artificial Intelligence 47 (199 I) 
251-288. 

A review of "On the thrcsholds of knowledgc", by D.B. Lenat and E.A. Feigenbaum. 

l. Introduction 

At the 1978 meeting of the Society for Philosophy and Psychology,' some
what to the audience's alarm, Zenon Pylyshyn introduced Terry Winograd by 
claiming that his pioneering work on natural language processing had repre
sented a "breakthrough in enthusiasm". Since those heady days, AI's hubris 
has largely passed. Winograd himself has radically scaled back his estimate of 
the field's potential (see, in particular [70, 72]), and most other practitioners 
are at least more sober in their expectations. But not to worry. Unbridled 
enthusiasm is alive and well, living in points South and West.} 

• Thanks to David Kirsh. Ron Chrisley, and an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments on an 
carlier draft. and to Randy Davis for slowing down its original presentation. 

I Tufts University, Medford, MA. 
, Or at least it is alive. The original version of Lenat and Feigenbaum's paper (the one presented 

at the Foundations of AI conference, in response to which this review was initially written) was 
considerably more optimistic than the revision published here some four years later. For one thing, 
their estimate of the project's scale has grown: whereas in 1987 they suggested the number of 
things we know to be "many hundreds of thousands-perhaps a few million", that estimate has 
now increased to "many millions (perhaps a few hundred million)". In addition, whereas their 
original paper suggested that inference was essentially a non-problem (a sentiment still discernible 
in their "Knowledge Is All There Is Hypothesis", p. 192), the project is now claimed to 
incorporate at least "two dozen separate inference engines". with more on the way. Again, not 

0004-3702/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. 
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Enthusiasm takes many forms, even in AI. Most common is the belief that a 

simple mechanism can accomplish extraordinary feats, if only given enough of 

some resource (time, information, experience, computing power). Connection

ist networks are a current favourite, but the tradition is time-honoured. 

Feedback circuits, theorem provers, production systems, procedural repre

sentations, meta-level architectures-all have had their day. In their present 

paper. Lenat and Feigenbaum take up the enthusiast's cause, defending a new 

Aavour of "great expectation". They suggest that just a million frames, 

massaged by already-understood control structures. could intelligently manifest 

the sum total of human knowledge. 

The p<1per exhibits another kind of zeal as well-more general than precipi
tate faith in mechanism, and ultimately more dam<1ging. This time the fervour 

is mcthodological: an assulllption that you can move directly from broad 

intuition to detailed proposaL with essentially no need for intermediate 

conccptual results. Let's look at this one first. 
General insights. even profound ones, often have the superficial air of the 

obvious. Suppose Newton, in an attempt to strike up a conversation <1t a 

seventeenth century Cambridge pub, opened with the line that he had made an 

astonishing discovery: that it takes energy to do work. It is hard to believe the 

remark would have won him an extra pint. Newton is famous not for 

enunciating glib doctrines. but for elaborating a comprehensive system of 

details reaching from those encompassing insights all the way through to 

only has the sophistication of their representation sehellle intTeasetl. but (as predicted here in 
Section :\) their represent:ltional convelllions have developed from those of a simple frame system 
towanJs sOlllething llIuch nlO ....' like full predic,lte caleulus. complete with propositions. constraints. 
SCI-theoretic models. etc. (Their words: "Ihe need I'm mme formality. I'm :I nllln: principled 
represent:llion I:lnguage" was one of thc "surprises that actually trying to build this immense KB 
has engendered".) All these signs of increased sohriely ;Ire reassuring. of course. although. given 
their ambition ami eclecticislll. one wonders whether Ihe resulting complexity will be manageable. 

More seriously. a Cllnccptu;d shift has overtaken the project-more ramifying than these 
relatively simpler issues of scale. At the IllXH CYC review meeting (in Palo Alto), Lenat claimed 
lhat whereas he ami Feigenbaum had initially taken their project as one of wding up everything in 
the encyclopedia (hence thc name "eYC"). they were now convinced that the real task was to 
write down the c()lIIplt'IIIt'11/ of the encyclopedia: everything we know. but have never needed to 
say. This is an astounding reversal. Dreyfus should fecI vindie:lted [221. since this shift in focus 
ccrl<iinly strengthens any doubts about the ultimate adequacy of :In allegianl'l: to explicit repre
sentation. 

Fm allthal. their optimism n:mains intact. They slill helieve that hy 1l)1l4 they will apprnach the 
crossover point where a system will pass the point of needing any further design m hands-on 
implcment;ltion. and will from thcn on improve simply hy reading and asking questions (implying. 
I suppose. that AI's theoretical preliminaries will be concluded). Furthermore. they suggest that 
this second "1;1I1gllage-hased learning" stage will in turn end hy ahout the end of the decade. at 
which point we will have a system "with human-level hreadth and depth of knowledge". They 
claim these things. furthermore. in spite of such telling admissions as the fllilowing. wrillen in IlJHll: 
"much of the IllH4-Hll work on cye has been to get an adequate global ontology; i.e .. has been 
worrying ahoul ways to represent knowledge; most of the 1l)l)(J-l)4 work will be actually 
representing knowledge. ~'ntering it into Cye." 
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precise differential equations. It is this intermediating conceptual structure that 
rescues his original insight from fatuity. 

Lenat and Feigenbaum (L&F) announce their own impressive generaliza
tions: the Knowledge Principle, the Breadth Hypothesis, the Empirical Inquiry 
Hypothesis, etc. Each, in its own way, makes sense: that competence in a 
domain arises because of specific knowledge of the constitutive subject matter; 
that "intelligent performance often requires the problem solver to fall back on 
increasingly general knowledge, and/or to analogize to specific knowledge 
from far-flung domains"; etc. I agree; I expect most readers would agree-and 
so, I'd wager, would Newton's drinking partners. The problem is that L&F, 
with only the briefest of intervening discussion, then arrive at radically 
concrete claims, such as that three decades will suffice to carry out the 
following sweeping three-stage research program: (i) the slow hanel-coding of a 
frame-based knowledge base. approximating "the full breadth of human 
knowledge" ($50 million, due to be completed by 1(94), sufficient to bring t'he 
system to a point (ii) where it will be able to read and assimilate the remaining 
material on its own (approximately the turn of the century), followed by a 
stage (iii) where it is forced to carry out its own program of research and 
discovery, since it will have advanced "beyond the frontier of human 
knowledge". 

One is reminded of tunnel diodes. For a moment the argument is on the 
plane of common sense, and then-presto!-it is suddenly at an extreme level 
of specificity. without ever having been anywhere in between. From the 
generality of human knowledge to the intricacies of slot inheritance; from the 
ful flowering of intelligence to particular kinds of controlled search-leaps like 
these arc taken without warning, often mid-sentence. The problem is not 
simply that the reader may disagree with the conclusions, but that there is no 
hint of the complex intellectual issues and decades of debate that lie in the 
middle. I.e., whereas tunneling electrons-or so we're told-genuinely switch 
frOITI one place to another without ever being half-way in between, arguments 
don't have this luxury. Truth and reason arc classical. so far as we know, 
constrained to follow continuous trajectories. That's why the middle ground of 
conceptual analysis and carefully laid-out details is the stuff and substance of 
AI. 

So: After giving a better sense (in the next section) of the sort of argument 
that's missing, I will take it as the task of this review to map out at least some 
of the intermediate conceptual territory. The immediate goal will be to figure 
out what view of its structure could have led L&F to tunnel through in the way 

they did. As for their conclusions, I've already suggested I find them implaus
ible, but others will want to judge for themselves. My larger aim is to convince 
the reader that any serious assessment of L&F's paper (or indeed of any 
analogous proposal) must be made against the backdrop of that hidden middle 
realm. 
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2. Conceptual tunneling 

L&F start with the Knowledge Principle, cited above: that you have to know 
specific things about a domain to be competent at it. This insight is then used 
to discriminate a set of levels of expertise: rudimentary, middle-level prac
titioner, and expert. These levels are introduced with tautological generaliza
tion: to get started, you need to know something; the more you know, the less 
you need to search; once you know enough, additional knowledge will only 
infrequently (though still occasionally) be useful. Little more is said, unfortu
nately. And if the text is read closely, it shifts from the banal to the false. 

Take the middle "practitioner" level. Without comment, L&F claim that 
"today's expert systems ... include enough knowledge to reach the level of a 
typical practitioner performing the task." This claim may be true in a few 
limited, carefully chosen domains. In the sweeping context of the paper, on the 
other hand, the remark implies something different: that moderate expertise is 
achievable in arbitrary (if still. specific) arenas. The latter claim simply isn't 
true; we don't yet have expert system personnel managers, nurses, or private 
detectives, and there are many, including some of the technology's protagonists 
(see, e.g., [16]), who suspect we never will. So the reader ends up caught 
between the plausibility of the narrow reading and the presumption of the 
broad one. 

Similarly, consider L&F's comments about getting started. They claim that 
to solve a problem you need a minimum amount of knowledge in order to 
"state [it] in a well-formed fashion". This is a major assumption, again 
debatable. As students of Al are increasingly realizing (see [1,2, 13, 21, 24, 39, 
44,48,57-59,67,72] for a variety of such views), there's no reason to believe 
that people formulate anything like all the problems they solve, even internal
ly.3 Children happily charge around the world long before they acquire any 
conceptual apparatus (such as the notions of "route" and "destination") with 
which to formulate navigational problems. So too with language: fluent dis
course is regularly conducted in complete absence of a single linguistic 
concept-including "word" or "sentence", let alone Bosworth's "prose" or the 
logician's "substitution salve verilale". Similarly, when you reach around and 
retrieve your coffee cup from the side table, there is no reason-especially no a 
priori reason-to believe that you formulate much of anything at all. Problems 
stated in words have to be formulated, yes; but only because to "formulate" 
means to state in words. 

Here we see the beginning of the tunnel. If (i), in order to sidestep issues of 
explicit formulation, and to avoid foundering in simplistic cases, the minimalist 
threshold were generalized to "the solution of any complex task requires some 

.1 Suchman 167), for example, argues that conceptualizing action is often a retrospective 
practice-useful for a variety of purposes (such as explanation), but not implicated in engendering 
the action in the first place, especially in routine or everyday cases. 
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minimum amount of knowledge"; and (ii) the notion of "knowledge", which 
L&F never really explain, were generalized to include perception, motor 
coordination, tacit expertise, explicit conceptual powers, and all the rest
then, well, yes, we would have a more tenable reading. The problem is, we 
would also have a vacuous reading: no one could rationally imagine anything 
else. On the other hand, if instead we try to put some meat on the skeletal 
insights, and prohibit wanton generalization, it becomes unclear how to hang 
on to the original intuition without running counter to fact.~ 

Such worries don't deflect these authors, however. Without breaking stride, 
they claim that the Knowledge Principle is "a mandate for humanity to 
concretize the knowledge used in solving hard problems in various fields." 
Three lines later this has turned into a mandate to "spend the resources 
necessary to construct one immense knowledge base spanning human con
sensus reality". But why? Even the untenably "formulated" readings of these 
putative principles aren't in themselves mandates to do anything at all. The 
underlying (tunneled) argument must include something like the following 
presumptions: we know how to write "knowledge" down (i.e., the knowledge 
representation problem wiU imminently be solved); there WOll't be any inter
action effects; we can ride rough-shod over all ontological problems about how 
people conceptualize the world;) and so on and so forth. 

What of the other principles? At the level of grand generality, the Breadth 
Principle is again something that no one could plausibly deny. It recommends 
the use of generalization and analogy when more specific things fail. Consider 
just analogy. Is it important? Undoubtedly. Understood? It's unlikely that its 
full-time students would say so.(' Does L&F's paper illuminate its subtleties? 
Very little. All that is presented are a few paragraphs barely hinting at the 
issues involved. Take for example the postulated Analogical Method: "if A and 
B appear to have some unexplained similarities, then it's worth your time to 
hunt for additional shared properties." But it is well known that there are just 
too many properties, too many similarities, to be relevant. Thomas lefferson 

• For example, consider one possible defense: (a) that L&F are implicitly assuming intellectual 
competcncc can be separated into two categories---{)ne rclatively tacit, perceptually or expcricntial
Iy grounded, less dependent on explicit formulation; thc other, a kind of higher-level. fully 
conceptual. "expertise", relying on careful articulation; and (b) that a system manifesting the 
second can be constructed without any roots in the first. If this is their position, it is very, very 
strong-needing nol just admission but defense. At a minimum, they would have to arguc at least 
two things (in opposition to Dreyfus [21 I. Such man [671. Winograd [70, 72J, and others): (a) that 
the following three distinctions align (or at Icast coincide on the right): amateur versus expert, tacit 
versus articulated, and perceptual versus cognitive; and (b) that common sensc, by their own 
admission a necessary ingredient in expert reasoning. can be caprI/red solely in .. knowledge" of rhe 
second kind. But of course no such argument is forthcoming. 

5 See. e.g., Bobrow [9). Hayes [34. 35). Hobbs and Moore [36), Hobbs et al. [371. and Levy et 
al. (46). It's not so much that L&F think that ontology is already solved. as that they propose. in a 
relatively modest time-period. to accomplish what others spend lives on. 

o See for example Gentner and Gentncr (29), and-to the extent that analogy tics in with 
metaphor-the papers in Ortony [521. 
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and John Adams both died (within an hour of each other) on July 4, 1826-50 
years to the day after the signing of the Declaration of Independence they 
co-authored. It's rumoured that the price of bananas and the suicide rate in 
France tracked each other almost perfectly for years. The words "abstemious" 
and "facetious" exhibit all five vowels in alphabetic order. Do we have an 
explanation for these facts? No. So, should we look for additional similarities? 
Probably not. A proper treatment of analogy requires a notion of relevant 
similarity. Nor can their suggestion of entering "specialized versions" of 
analogical reasoning in an n-dimensional matrix (according to "task domains, 
... user-modes, ... , analogues with various epistemological statuses", etc.) be 
more than a data structural encoding of hope. 

Furthermore, nothing in the paper clues the reader into the fact that these 
issues have been investigated for years. All we get are statements like this: "we 
already understand deduction, induction, analogy, specialization, generaliza
tion, etc., etc., well enough to have knowledge be our bottleneck, not control 
strategies." Breathtaking, but simplistic. And in a disingenuous sleight of 
hand, the passage continues: "On the other hand, all such strategies and 
methods are themselves just pieces of knowledge", with the implication that it 
should be straightforward to have them selected and applied at the meta-level. 
But this is simply not a serious argument. To start with, you can't have it both 
ways: either we do know enough about control structure, or we don't. And if 
we don't, then we're probably not ready to write it down, either. Furthermore, 
relying on universal meta-levels is like defending Von Neumann machines as 
cognitive models because they would exhibit intelligent behaviour, if only they 
were given the right programs. It isn't false, but it isn't useful, either.7 

There's more. We are told that: 

... In a sense, natural language researchers have cracked the lan
guage understanding problem. But to produce a general Turing
testable system, they would have to provide more and more semantic 
information, and the program's semantic component would more and 
more resemble the immense [knowledge base] mandated by the 
Breadth Hypothesis. 

This time we're given neither supporting details nor motivating intuition. On 
the unwarranted assumption that parsing is solved, and if by "semantic 

7 Actually, it might be false. Encoding control directions at the meta-level is another instance of 
L&Fs unswerving allegiance to ex[)licit formulation. Unfortunately, however, as has been clear at 
least since the days of Lewis Carroll, not everylhing can be represented explicitly; at some point a 
system must ground out on a non-represented control regimen. Now L&F are presumably relying 
on the computational conceit that any control structure whatsoever can be implemellied explicitly, 
by representing it in a program to be run by another, non-represented, underlying control regimen. 
Proofs of such possibility, however, ignore resource bounds. real-time response, <lnd the like. It is 
not clear that we should blithely assume that our conceit will still hold under these more restrictive 
constraints, especially in as pragmatic a setting as L&F imagine. 
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information" one includes everything else-pragmatic assumption, concept 
formation, inference, induction over experience, formations of j,udgment, 
theory change, discourse understanding, etc., coupled with everything that 
anyone could ever need to know or be in order to be a competent participant 
in a dialogue, including what L&F call "consensus reality"-then, well, yes, 

that's all we need to do. 
The authors take that "consensus reality" seriously: it is intended to include 

the entire fabric of assumptions and common sense underlying all of human 
knowledge. One of the paper's most spectacular assertions is the claim that all 
people know can be captured in a million frames-a statement reinforced by 
citing three independent estimates, two based on sheer guesses of how many 
frames are needed to understand an article or word (guesses because we as yet 
have no real assurance that any computer has ever really understood a single 
word, let alone a sentence or longer text), another on an estimate of four 
entries into long-term memory per hour. No room is made for such com
monplace phenomena as the recognition, many years later, of a face once 
glimpsed for just a few seconds-an ability still well beyond computational 
emulation. Or the empathetic stance necessary in order to understand allusions 
and insinuations in any piece of serious writing. Or even simple acts of 
speculation. Imagine, for example, a toboggan careening down an ice-clad 
winter hill, increasingly out of control. with the initial look of terrified glee 
steadily draining out of the face of the 13-year old at the helm, being replaced 
by an anguished expression of sheer panic. Now quick: how many "pieces" of 
knowledge did you just use in picturing this scene? 

And so it goes. Thc paper accuses others of premature formalization, 
without even entertaining the thought that setting out to code up human 
knowledge in a million frames might be an instance of the very phenomenon. 
Empirical inquiry is endorsed, but seems only to involve the investigation of 
computer programs, not the phenomena they are being used to model (and 
even that seems confused: L&F claim we should usc computers "as a tool", the 
way astronomers use telescopes, an injunction that I would have thought 
applied to physics but exactly not to AI x

). The issues are so complex it is hard 

, For astronomers, telescopes arc tools, not subject mailers; the theoretical notions in terms of 
which we understand telescopes aren't the constitutive notions in terms of which we understand 
what is seen through telescope.I·. AI. in contrast. is different: we exactly do claim that computational 
notions. such as formal symool manipulation, are applicaole to the emergent intelligence we 
computationally model. 

Note in passing that although this reminiscent of Searle's [601 notions of strong and weak AI, 
there is a crucial difference. In making such distinctions, Searle is distinguishing the relation 
oetween a computational system and the mind: whether only their ~'urface behaviours are claimed 
similar (weak), or whether the way in which the computational process works is claimed to be the 
way in which the mind works (strong). L&F, on the other hand. at least in this proposal. are 
making 110 psychological claims; hence Searle's terms, strictly speaking, don't apply (although 
L&F, if pressed, would presumably opt for the weak option). In contrast-and in complete 
independence of psychology-they propose to build a compLller system, and computer systems 
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to tell what they think; at best they seem to have in mind what would normally 
be called hypothesis testing, not empirical inquiry. There's no admission that 
there are external data and practices to be studied-that ours isn't an entirely 
internalist, constructed game (they do say that "intelligence is stiH so poorly 
understood that Nature still holds most of the important surprises", but shortly 
thereafter dismiss all of deduction, induction, and so on as essentially solved). 
In a simil'ar vein, it's striking that genuine semantics isn't even mentioned-not 
the question of "semantic representation" (i.e., how concepts and meanings 
and the like are stored in the head), but the tougher question of how symbols 
and representations relate to the world. 

Alas, it looks as if what discouraged Winograd hasn't even been imagined by 
the present authors. 

3. The structure of the middle realm 

Perhaps someone will object. L&F march to the pragmatist's drum, after all. 
So is it unfair to hoJd them to clear theoretical standards? I think not. For one 
thing, in a volume 011 the foundations of AI, explicating premises should be the 
order of the day. Second, there is the matter of scale. This is a large project 
they propose-all of consensus reality, 50 million dollars for the first stage. etc. 
Untutored pragmatism loses force in the face of a task of this magnitude (you 
can bridge a creek without a theory, but you won't put a satellite into orbit 
around Neptune). Furthermore, citing the modesty of human accomplishment 
("people aren't perfect at these things") won't let L&F off the hook, especially 
when what is particularly modest is people's understanding of their own 
intellectual prowess. Fortunately, we humans don't have to known much about 
reasoning to be good at it---ef. the discussion of formulation, above. But L&F 
can't piggy-back off our native competence, in creating a computational 
version. Given that they're both starting from scratch, and committed to an 
explicit-representation stance, they must understand what they're doing. 

I/ecessurily work in computational ways. I.e., they have to be "strong" about their own project: 
otherwise they would be in the odd position of having no idea how to go about developing it. And 
it is clear, in this sense. that thcy arc "strong"; why else would they be discussing slots, frames, and 
meta-rules? 

So whal of empiricism'] As L&F suggest (this is their primary brief). the computational models 
they recommend building should of course be tested. But as I suggest in the text. to c'Iaim that isn't 
to claim that computers arc the paradigmatic object of study. On the contrary. I would have 
thought an appropriate "empirical" stance for computational AI would go something as follows: 
one would (a) study intelligent behaviour, independent of form (biological, artifactual. whatever). 
but known in advance (i.e .. pre-theoretically) to be intelligent behaviour; (b) construct (strong) 
computational models that manifest the essential principles that are presumed or hypothesized to 
underlie that intelligence; and then (c) conduct experiments to determine those models' adequacy. 
The point is that it is lhe first stage, not the third, that would normally be called "empirical". 
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Tahle I
 
A dozcn founJational questions (Boxes inJicate agreement).
 

I. Primary focus on explicit represL:nlation'? 

2. Conkxtual (situate<.l) content') 

3. Meaning tkpendel1t on usc" 

4. Consistency manJalL:<.l'? 

5. Single representational sehemc·.' 

6. Enlirdy Jiscrete (no continuity. images.... )" 

7. Rcpresentation captures all that maltL:rs? 

X. Reasoning and inference central? 

9. Participation and action crucial? 

10. Physical embodiment important? 

II. Support for "original" scmantics? 

12. Distinguish theorist's an<.l agent's conceptual schemes? 

Logic L&F EC 

yes yes 110 

no no ycs 

no no yes 

yL:S 110 110 

I yL:S 

I yes 

IYL:S 

yes 

yL:S 

yes 

] 
I 
I 

110 

110 

110 

[~y~~- ---' yL:S yL:S 

no no yes 

no no yes 

no no yL:S 

no no yes 

So we're brought right back to where we started: with that hidden middle 
realm. Let's dig deeper, therefore, and uncover some of its inner structure. I'll 
do this by locating L&F's position with respect to twelve foundational ques
tions-questions that could be asked of any proposed reasoning or inference 
systcm. Given that we lack a general thcory of reprcsentation (not only those 
of us in AI, but the wider intellectual community as well-a sobering fact, 
since our systems rest on it so fundamentally), posing such questions is as good 
an analytic strategy as any. Furthermore, these twelve will help rcveal L&F's 
representational assumptions. 

The answers arc summarized in Tablc I, To convey a better sense of the 
structure of the territory, I've flanked L&F's position with two other replies. 
On the left is the position of traditional formal logic (the system studied by 
philosophers and logicians, not "logic-based" theorem provers or logic pro
gramming languages-both too ill-defined to be of much help here). On the 
right is my own assessment of the minimum an AI system will require in order 
to achieve anything like genuine intelligence, For discussion, I'll call it a notion 
of "embedded computation" (EC). 

One point needs emphasizing, before turning to specifics. Embedded compu
tation is stiH an emerging perspective, not yet a technical proposal. That 
doesn't make it sheer speculation, however, nor is it purely idiosyncratic. A 
growing number of researchers are rallying around similar views-so many, in 
fact, that one wonders whether something like it won't be the next Al stage, 
beyond the "explicit knowledge" phase that L&F represent:) Nonetheless, I 

'j In part. but not solely. hecause of its potential compatibility with connectionism. For specfie 
discussion and results see. e.g .. [1. 2. 12-15.39. 4H, 51. 55, 57-59, 66. 67. 721. 
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would be the first to admit that details remain to be worked out. But that's 
exactl'y my point. I'm contrasting it with L&F's position exactly in order to 
highlight how far I believe we are from achieving their stated goals. For 
purposes of the present argument, in other words, any claim that we don't yet 
understand some aspect of the speculative EC view-what nondiscrete compu
tation would be like, say--eounts for my position, and against L&F. IO All that 
matters is that there is some reason to believe that the issue or phenomenon in 
question is at least partially constitutive of intelligence. L&F are the ones with 
the short-term timetable, after all, not I. 

Question 1. Does the system focus primarily on Logic L&F EC ) 
explicit representation? ( I yes yes] no 

In the current design of computer systems, there is probably no more 
time-worn a technique than that of "explicit representation". And there is no 
difficulty in discerning L&F's views on the subject, either. They line up directly 
with tradition. In fact that representation be explicit is the only specific coding 
requirement they lay down (it is mandated in their "Explicit Knowledge 
Principle"). Similarly, the CYC project takes explicit representation as its 
fundamental goal. 

Unfortunately, however, it is unclear what L&F (or anyone else, for that 
matter) mean by this term-what, that is, the implicit/explicit distinction 
comes to (see [42] for a recent paper on the notion). This is not to say that the 
notion doesn't matter. Many programmers (and I count myself as one of them) 
would stubbornly insist that choices about explicit representation impinge on 
effectiveness, control flow, and overall system architecture. The question is 
what that insistence is about. 

When pressed for examples of explicit representation, people typically point 
to such cases as the grammarian's "S ~ NP VP", logical formulae such as 
"P(a)::::) Q(b)", frames in such systems as KRL, or nodes in semantic nets. The 
examples are almost always taken from language-like representational 
schemes, suggesting that some combination is required of conceptual categori
zation, recursive method of combination, and relative autonomy of representa
tional element J I (images and continuous representations are rarely, though not 
never, cited as paradigmatically explicit). Explicitness is also relational, hold-

III In fact, as it happens. it doesn't even matter whether you think the EC view is computational 
{/( all. What's at stake here arc the requisite underpinnings for ill/elligence; it is a secondary issue as 
to whether those underpinnings can be computationally realized. As is happens, I believe that the 
(rcal) notion of computation is so much wider than L&F"s construal that I don't take the 
discrepancy between genuine intelligence and their proposal as arguing against the very possibility 
of a computational reconstruction. But that's a secondary point. 

""Explicit" fragments of a representational scheme are usually the sort of thing one can 
imagine removing-surgically. as it were-without disturbing the structural integrity or representa
tional content of the remainder. 
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ing between something (a representation) and something else (what it repre

sents). This provides some freedom: a given structure can be implicit, explicit, 
neither (if, like a bread-basket, it doesn't represent anything), or both (if it 

represents severally). Logical axioms, for example, arc often viewed as explicit 

representations of their own particular contents, but (in ways that Levesque 

[451, Halpern [26], and others have tried to make precise) as implicit repre

sentations of what they imply. 

So what does explicitllL:ss come to? Though it's currently impossible to say, it 

seems to require a roughly determinatc object (sentence, frame, whatever), of 

a readily discriminable type, that simultaneously plays two rather direct roles: 
straightforwardly representing some content or other (John's having brown 

hair, say), and, again quite directly, playing a causal role in the course of the 

system's life that constitutes that system's knowing or believing the correspond

ing content (or would at least lead an observer to say that the system knows or 
belicves it).'2 I.e., explicitness seems to require (a) a degree of modularity or 

autonomy, (b) a coincidence of semantic and causal role, and (c) a relative 

directness or imlllediacy of the latter. 
In contrast, people would label as implicil the representation of the letter 

"A" in a run-length encoded bitmap representation of a page of text, or the 

representation of the approach velocity of an oncoming car in the frequency 
diffcrencl: betwcen the outgoing and incoming radar signals in a police speed 
trap, or (as suggested above) the representation of a fact by the explicit 

representation of a different set of facts, when the first is a distant entailment 

of the latter set. In each case the representational element is either itself 
relationally encoded, or else one of its two "consequent" relations, instl:ad of 

being direct, is in turn complex and relational; between the structure and its 

content, or between the structure and the inferential role relevant to that 

content. 
Assuming this reconstruction points in even roughly the right direction, let's 

go back to L&F. To start with, it makes sense of why L&F contrast explicit 
with "compiled" representations (since compilation often removes the structur

al autonomy of distinct source clements), and of their assumption that facts can 

be represented in relative independence: simple content and simple causal 
consequence, neither depending much on what else is represented, or how 

anything else is used. As will become clearer in a mOlllent, this themc of 

modularity, directness, and relative independence characterizes L&Fs pro
posal at a variety of levels. (I'm prepared to argue that L&Fs proposal won't 

work, but I'm not claiming it doesn't have a degree of integrity.) 
What about the flanking views? At the level of whole sytems, formal logic is 

paradigmatically explicit (in spite of the "implicit" treatment of entailment 

mentioned above-what matters is that the explicit representations are the 

I~ See the discussion of the "Knowledge Representation Hypothesis" in 1621. 
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ones that are theoretically analyzed). If forced at theoretical gun-point to 

produce an "explicit representation" of the structure of Abelian groups, for 

example, it's hard to imagine a better place to start than with first-order 

axiomatization. And yet, in part as indicated by their repeated desire for a 
relatively minimal role for deduction and complex reasoning (see Question 8, 

below), L&F are even more committed to explicit representation than adher

ents of logic. That is to endorse a very serious amount of explicitness indeed. 

The embedded view'? It would be hard to argue that explicit representation 

isn't powerful, but, as discussions of the next questions will suggest, it carries a 

price of potentially unwarranted definiteness, premature categorization, and 

resistance to some sorts of recognition. My main dispute, however, isn't over 

its utility. Rather, I question whether, if explicit representation is indeed an 

identifiable subspecies (the only construal on which it could matter at all), it is 

the only sort that's required. That is something I wouldn't want to admit 

without a lot more evidence. In particular, I worry that a system comprised 

only of explicit representations would be fatally disconnected from the world 

its representations arc abouL
l1 

QUCSlioll 2. Is rcprc.\'('llll1liollal COll1e1l1 Logic L&F 
cOlllexlual (sill/aled) '! ( I no no i 

Under the general rubric of the term "situated" ("situated language" IX], 
"situated action" 1671. "siluated automata" [5XI) a variety of people have 

recently argued that adequate theory cannot ignore the crucial role t'hat context 

plays in determining the reference and semantic import of virtually all linguistic 

and other intentional phenomena. Context is obviously important in interpret
ing "now", "tomorrow". and "it's raining"; and in determining the temporal 

implications of tense. In its full glory, however, the situated claim goes much 

deeper: that you can't ultimately understand anything except as located in the 

circumstances in which it occurs. Linguistic evidence is impressive. In spite of 

the assumption that is sometimes made that proper names function essentially 

as logical constants, it's common sense that "Tom", "Dick" and "Harry" in 

fact refer to wha/{'I'ef pcople in Ihe apprvpriale cOlllexl havc Ihosc Ilames. Even 

1.\ Somc of thc rcasolls will cmerge in discussions of later questions. alld arc argued in 1651. For 
analogous vicws. again sec the cxploratory systems of I{oscnschein and Kac10ling 158J, Brooks 
1121. and Chapman and Agre 11:\1. and the writings of Suchman 1671. Cussins 1151, Dreyfus 1211, 
and Smolensky I()(ll. 

L&F may of coursc reply that they do cmbraec implicit rcprescntation, in thc form of compiled 
code, nl'ur:i1 ncts. ullparsl'd images. l3ut this isn't strictly fair. l3y "thc L&F position" I don't mcan 
the CYC syslem Ii('/" ,H'. in inevitably idiosyncratic detail. out rather the general organizing 
principles Ihey propose. the foundational position they occupy. the theoretical wntrioutions they 
m<lke. I.c .. il isn'l sufficienl III daim thai Ihe aclual eye software docs inv!llvc this or that 
l'mheddcd aspect. as, in many cases. I hclieve ilmust, in order III work at all-sec, e.g., foolnoles 
16 and 2'). Rather, l11y plaint is with overarching intellectual stance. 
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"1989" isn't absolute; when it appears in the New York Times, it usually refers 
to the Gregorian calendar, not the Julian or IsIamic one. 

But language has no patent on contextual dependence. Computational 

examples are equally common. When you button "QUIT" on the Macintosh tile 

menu, for example, the process that quits is the one that is running. The simple 
e-mail address "JOHN", without an appended "(a'HOST" suftix, iden tities the 

account of whoever has that username on the machine from which the original 
message is sent. If I set the alarm to ring at 5:00 p.m., it will ring at 5:00 p.m. 

today. The machine language instruction "RETURN" returns control from the 

cllrrent stack frame. If you bu tton "EJ ECT", it ejects the floppy that is currently 
in the drive. 

Some quick comments on what contextual dependence isn't. First, none of 

the cited examples should be read as implying that terms like "now", proper 

names (or their internal analogues), machine instructions, and the like are 
ambiguous. There's no reason (other than a stubborn retention of prior theory) 

to treat the contextual dependence of reference as a matter of ambiguity. 
Second, though related. the present issue of contextuality cross-cuts the 
explicit/implicit distinction of question I ("here" and "now" are explicit 

representations of contextually determined states. for example, whereas QUIT 

and RETURN represent their contextually determined arguments implicitly, if at 
all). Third, as with many scmantical phenomena, representations typically have 
(contextually dependent) contents; it's a category error to assume that those 

contents have to be computed. Fourth-and even more important--<:ontents 
not only don't have to be, but typically can't be, determined solely by 

inspecting the surrounding representational context. In the "QUIT" case, for 

example, the process to be killed is instantiated on the machine, but that 

doesn't imply that it is represented. Similarly, in the e-mail case, the host 

machine plays a role in determining the relevant addressee, but the egocentrici
ty obtains in virtue of the machine's existence, not in virtue of any self

reference. And in the use of Gregorian dates, or in the fact that "1:27 p.m." 
(on my word processor, today) refers to 1:27 p.m. Pacitic Standard Time, not 

only is the relevant eontext not represented by the machine, it is not a fact 
within the machine at all, having instead to do with where and when the 
machine is located in the world.'~ 

Here's a way to say it: the sum total of facts relevant to the semantical 

valuation of a system's representational structures (i.e., the relevant context) 

will always outstrip the sum total of facts that that system represents (i.e., its 

content). 

'.1 I am intentionally ignoring scads of important distinctions-for exampk, between the index
icality of rcprcscntational contcnt (of which "herc" and "now" nre paradigmatic exemplars), and 
the evt:n more complex relation bctwecn what's in fact the case and how it's rt:presented as being 
(the Intter is more Suchman's 167J concern). Sorting any of these things out would take us far 
afield, but I hope just this much will show how rich a territory isn't explored by L& F's proposal. 
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What, then, of the three proposals under review? Traditional logic, again 
paradigmatically, ignores context. IS The logical viewpoint, to use a phrase of 
Nagel's [50], embodies the historical imagination's closest approximation yet to 
a "view from nowhere". Contextual influence isn't completely gone, of 
course-it still plays a role in assigning properties and relations to predicates, 
for example, in selecting the "intended interpretation". But as far as possible 
logical theories ignore that ineliminable residue. 

L&F are like the logicians; they ignore context too. And they have to. 
Context isn't a simple thing-something they don't happen to talk about much, 
but could add in, using their touted mechanism for coping with representation
al inadequacy: namely, adding another slot. On the contrary, their insistence 
that their "knowledge base" project can proceed without concern as to time, 
place, or even kind of use, is essentially an endorsement of a-contextual 
representation. 

For my part (i.e., from the embedded perspective), I think the situated 
school is on to something. Something important. Even at its most objective, 
intelligence should be viewed as a "view from somewhere" [65]. Take an 
almost limiting case: suppose you were to ask L&F's system how many years it 
would be before the world's population reached 7 billion people? Without a 
contextual grounding for the present tense, it would have no way to answer, 
because ,it wouldn't know what time it was. 16 

Logic L&F EC )Question 3. Does meaning depend on use? ( Ino no ] yes 

This question gets at a much more radical claim than the last. The idea is not 
only that content or final interpretation of a representational structure (sent
ence, frame, whatever) depends on the situation in which it is used, but that 
what the structure means can't be separated from the whole complex of 
inferential, conversational, social, and other purposes to which it is put. l 

? 

15 Except the limiting case of intrasentential linguistic context necessary to determine by which 
quantifier a variable is bound. 

16 L&F might reply by claiming they could easily add the "current date" to their system, and tie 
in arithmetic procedures 10 accommodate "within 10 years". My responses are three: (i) that to 
treilt the particular cilse in this ad hoc WilY won't generalize; (ii) that this repair practice falls 
outside the very foundational assumptions on which the integrity of the rest of their representation
al project is founded; and (iii) that the problem it attempts to solve absolutely permeates the entire 
scope of human knowledge i1nd intelligence. 

17 Careful distinctions between meaning and content aren't particularly common in AI, i1nd I 
don't meiln to use the terms technically here, but the situation-theoretic use is instructive: the 
COil/ell/ of a term or sentcnce is taken to be what a use of it refers to or is about (and may differ 
from use to use), whereas the meaning is taken, at least approximately, to be a function from 
context to content, and (therefore) to remain relatively constilnl. So the content of "I", if you use 
it, would be you; whereas it's meaning would (roughly) be '\SPEAKER.SPEAKER. (This is 
approximate in part because no assumption is made in situation theory thilt the relationship is 
functional. See 15].) 
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It's one thing to say that the word "now", for example, or the state of an 

internal clock, refers to the time of its use: that doesn't bring purpose or 

function into the picture. But if you go on to say that the question of whether 

such a use refers to a particular recent event can't be determined except in light 

of the whole social pattern of activity in which it plays a role (which, as I'll 

admit in a moment, I believe), then, from the point of view of developing a 

(middle-realm) theory, you are taking on a much larger task. 
To sec, this, consickr a series of examples. First. assume that the term 

"bank" is ambiguous, as between financial institutions and edges of rivers. 

Although neither L&F nor I have talked about ambiguity, that shouldn't be 

read as implying that it is trivial. Still, let's assume it can somehow be handled. 

Seeond, the word "today", as noted above, is also referentially plural-in the 

sense of being usable to refer to many different things, depending (typically) 

on the time of utterance. But "today" is indexicaL not ambiguous (hcrc's a 

discriminating rulc of thumb: ambiguity, but not indcxicality, leads to differcnt 

dictionary entries IX). As a consequence, its referential plurality (unlike that of 

a truly ambiguous term) can't be resolved at the parsing or internalization 

stagc-so the indexicality will be inherited by thc corresponding intcrnal data 

structure. Third, and differcnt from both, is Winograd's example of "water" 

[72, pp. 55-561, as used for exampk in the qucstion "Is thcre any water in thc 

refrigcrator'!". It is this last kind of cxamplc I mean to describe :lS having 

/lse-de/)('IIl/ellll/ll'lIlI;lIg. In particular, depcnding on a whok variety of things, 

the word in context could mean any of a million things: Is therc literally any 

H 2 0 prescnt in thc metal-contained volume (such as in the cells of the 

eggplant)? Is there any potable liquid? Has any condensation fOI"l1)(:d on the 

wa'lis'? .... Thc point is that there is no reason to supposc these variations in 

meaning could (or should) be systcmatically catalogucd as properties of the 

word (as was suggcsted for the referent of "today"). Instead, Winograd 

suggests (and I agrce) something more like this: the meaning of "water" is as 

much detcrmined hy the meaning of the discourse as the meaning of thc 

discourse is determined by the mcaning of "watcr". 

Nothing in this view is incohercnt, or even (at least necessarily) repellcnt to 

systematic analysis: imagine that semantical interpretation (including the non

effective semantical relations to the world) works in the cycle of a relaxation 

algorithm, intluenced by a variety of forces, including the actual participatory 

involvement of the agent in the subject matter. StilL use-dependent meaning 

does pose prohlems for a theorist. Take just two examples. First. it undermincs 

the very coherence of the notion of sound (or complete) inference: those 

concepts make sense only if the semantic values of representational formulae 

are conceptually independent of their role in reasoning. The prohlem isn't just 

" Imagine the uictionary entry if "touay" were taken to be ambiguous: , . , today 1.~.1(,.7": June 
2.;\, 1~~7; l()daYI.~,lh"~: JlIne 25. I~K7: l()daYJ,~.'h7',l: JlIne 2(l. 11"1"7:".! 
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that there is no obvious model-theoretic analysis, since it is unclear what 
model-theoretic structure would be assigned to the term "water". Or even, 
setting model theory aside, that it is unclear what a well-defined semantical 

value for such a term could be. More seriously, soundness is fundamentally a 
claim that the use of a term or predicate has respected its independently given 
semantical value. Making interpretation dependent on use, at least at first 
bl'ush, therefore gives one every reason to suppose that the notion of soundness 
is rendered circular, hence vacuous. I ~ 

Second, it is a likely consequence of this view that the meaning or signifi
cance of a complex representational structure won't be able to be derived, 
systematically, from the "bottom up", but will instead have to be arrived at in 
some more holistic way. It challenges, in other words, the traditional view that 
semantics can be "compositionally" defined on top of a base set of atomic 
values.](J I.e., the point isn't just that the interpretation of a sentence (its 
propositional value) is sometimes determined by mutually interlocking con
straints established by various sentential constituents (as suggested in indexical 
cases, such as for the pronoun structure in "though Jim didn't like her, Mary 
was perfectly happy with him"), say by some sort of relaxation method. 
Rather, a deeper claim is being made: that the very meaning of the parts of a 
discourse can depend on the interpretation of the whole. For example, suppose 
the clouds clear, and you make a comment about the relentless sun. It is easy 
to imagine that I understand the mcaning of "relentlcss,,]1 in virtue of knowing 
what you're talking about, rather than the other way around. And if it is whole 
sentences that connect with situations, this may have to be done not bottom-up 
in terms of the representational constituents, but if anything top-down. 

None of this suggests that representation, or interpretation, is impossible. 

I" Sec the discussion or coordinl/tion conditions in [651 for one suggestion as 10 how to relain the 
integrity of intentional analysis (hetter: integrity to the notion of intentionality) in the face of this 
radical a theoretical revision. 

'" To make this precise. you have to rule out cheats of encoding or implementation, of the 
following sort: Suppose there is some holistic regularity J(. a funelion of all kinds of contexlual 
aspects '{.:,. whereby complete intentional situations take on a meaning or significance "it. and 
suppose that 'J{ is in some way parameterized on Ihe constituenl words 11',. 11',. etc. (which of 
course it will be--on even the most situated account it still matters what words you use). By a kind 
of inverted currying process. Ihis can be lurned inlo a "bottom-up" analysis. based on a meaning of 
the form A'(;,. 'Ci, • ... , f, (7t) for cach word iii,. so that when it is all put together .41 results. rather 
in the way in which control irregularilies in programming languages (like QUIT. THROW. and 
ERROR) arc handled in denotational semantics of programming languages by treating the 
continual ion as a componenl of thc context. The problem with such deviousness is that it 
esscntially reduces compositionality to mean no more than that t'here exists some systematic overall 
slory. 

" Or. again. the meaning of the internal data structure or mental representation to which the 
word "relentless" corresponds. Nothing I am saying here (or anywhere else in this review) hinges 
on exteml// properties of language. It's just simpler. pedagogically. to usc familiar examples from 
natural language than to construct what must inevitably be hypothetical internal cases. As pointcd 
out a few paragraphs back. of all the sorts of referential indefiniteness under review. only genuine 
amhiguity can be resolved during the parsing phase. 
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What it does bring into question are the assumptions on which such a system 
should be built. including for example the inferential viability of a system 

without any access to the interpretation of its representational structures

without. that is to say. parlicipllling in the subject matters about which it 

reasons (one way in which to resolve the obvious difficulty raised by the 

statement just made: that an agent know what is being said other than through 

the vehicle of the saying). But I'll leave some of these speculations until a later 

question. 
For the time being. note merely that logic avoids this "meaning-dcpends-on

use" possibility like the plague. In fact the "use = representation + inference" 

aphorism reflects exactly the opposite theoretical bias: that represcntation 
(hence meaning) is an independent modulc in the intentional whole. 

Once again. L&F's position is similar: nothing in their paper suggests they 
are prepared to make this radical a move. At one point they do acknowledgc a 

tremendous richness in lexical significance. but after claiming this is all 
metaphor (which typically implies there is a firm "base case"). they go on to 
assert. without argument, that "these layers of analogy and metaphor eventual

ly 'bottom out' at physical-somatic-primitives: up. down. forward. back. 
pain. cold. inside, seeing, sleeping. tasting. growing. containing, moving. 

making noise. hearing. birth. death. strain. exhaustion, .... " It's not a list I 
would want to have responsibility for completing. 

More seriously. the integrity of L& F's project depends on avoiding use

dependent meaning. for the simple reason that they don't intend to consider 
use (their words: "you can never be sure in advance how the knowledge 
already in the system is going to be used. or added to. in the futurc", which 

they take as leading directly to the claim that it must be represented explicitly). 

If we were to take the meaning-depends-on-use stance seriously. we would be 
forced to conclude that nOlhing in Iheir know/edge hase means anylhing. since 

no one has yet developed a theory of its use. 

I.e .. L&F can'l say yes to this one; it would pull the rug out from under their 
entire project. 

In contrast (and as expected), the embedded view embraces the possibility. 

Perhaps the best way to describe the tension is in terms of method. A liberal 

logicist might admit that. in natural language. meaning is sometimes use
dcpendent in the ways described, but he or she would go on to claim that 

proper scientific method requires idealizing away from such recalcitrant messi
ness. My response? That such idealization throws the baby out with the 

bathwater. Scientific idealization is worth nothing if in the process it obliterates 

the essential texture of what one hopcs to understand. And it is simply my 

experience that much of the structure of argument and discourse--even. the 

raison d'etre of rationality-invol.ves negotiating in an intentional space where 
meanings are left fluid by our linguistic and conceptual schemes. ready to be 

grounded in experience. 
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Logic L&F
Question 4. Is consistency mandated? EC )

( yes I no no~ 

L&F are quite explicit in rejecting an absolute dependence on consistency, 
to which traditional logical systems are so famously vulnerable. As indicated in 

the table, this is the first of the dozen questions where they and the embedded 

view align. That much said, however, it's not clear how deep the similarity 

goes. In particular, I'm unsure how much solace can be found in their 
recommendation that one carve the "knowledge base" into separate "buttes", 

and require each to be locally consistent, with neighbouring buttes maximally 
coherent. At least it's not clear, once again, without a much better inter-
medlate· theory.--" 

Fundamentally, the problem is that consistency is a relational property-the 

consistency of a set of sentences stands or falls on the set as a whole, not on an 
individual basis. This means that some relations between or among sentences 

(or frames) will have to be used as a basis for the partition (and to tie the 
resulting "buttes" together). Call these the system's organizational principles. 
Without them (on any remotely reasonable assumptions of error rates, depen

dence, etc.) the number of possible different configurations meeting their 
structural requirements would be intractably immense. 

Furthermore, the organizational principles can't themselves be defined in 

terms of consistency; organizing a database by internal consistency would be 
crazy. Rather, I take it that what L&F really want is to be able to demonstrate 

(local) consistency for a database organized according to some other metric. 
What other metric? Surely only one makes sense: according to similarity or 
integrity of subject matter. X should be stored next to Y, in other words, 

because of the presence of (semantic) compatibility, not just the absence of 
(syntactic) incompatibility. Otherwise, descriptions of national politics might 

nestle up to lists of lemon meringue pie ingredients, but be kept separated 

from other statements about Washington policy making-so that things ended 
up together not because they agreed, but because they didn't have anything to 

do with one another. 

So adequate organization will need to be defined in terms of a notion of 
subject matter. But where are we to find a theory of that? The problem is 

similar to that of representation in general: no one has one. The issue comes 
up in natural language attempts to identify topic, focus, etc. in theories of 

discourse (see, e.g., [30]), and in some of the seman tical work in situation 

"There's one problem we can set aside. As it happens. the very notion of consistency is 
vulnerable to the comments made in discussing question 3 (about use-dependent meaning). Like 
soundness and completeness. consistency. at least as normally formulated. is founded on some 
notion of semantic value independent of use. which an embedded view may not support (at least 
not in all cases). This should at least render suspicious any claims of similarity between the two 
positions. Still. since they stay well within the requisitc conceptual limits. it's kosher to use 
consistency to assess L&F on their own (not that that will resolve them of all their troubles). 
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theory [.I, 51, But these are at best a start. Logic famously ducks the question. 

And informal attempts aren't promising: if my experience with the KRL project 

can be taken as illustrative [101, the dominant result of any such attempt is to 

be impressed with how seamlessly everything seems to relate to everything 

else. 
When all is said aml done, in other words, it is unclear how L&F plan to 

group, relate. and index their frames. They don't say, of course. and (in this 

case) no implicit principles can be inferred. But the answer is going to matter a 

lot-and not just in order to avoid inconsistency, but for a host of other 

reasons as well, including search, control strategy, and driving their "analogy" 

mechanism. Conclusion'? That viable indexing (a daunting problem for any 

project remotely like L&F's), though different from consistency, is every bit as 

much in need as anything else of "middle-realm" analysis. 

And as for consistency itself. we ean summarize things as follows. Logie 

depends on it. L&F retain it locally, but reject it globally. without proposing a 

workable basis for their "partitioning" proposal. As for the embedded view (as 

mentioned in footnote 22) the standard notion of consistency doesn't survive 

its answer to question 3 (about usc-dependent meaning). That doesn't mean, 

however. that I won't have to replace it with something analogous. In 

particular, I have no doubt that so/t/e notion of semantic viability, integrity. 

respect for the fact that the world (not the representation) holds the weight

something like that will be required for any palatable intentional system. 
Important as contextual setting may be, no amount of "use", reasoning 

processes, or consensual agreement can rescue a speaker from the potential of 

being wrong. Man: seriously, I believe that what is required are global 

coordillalioll cOl1diliolls--eondi tions that rc Ia te th ink ing, action, perception, 

the passing of the world, etc., in something of an indissoluble whole. To say 

more now, however-especially to assume that logic's notion can be incremen

tally extended, for example by being locally proscribed-would be to engage in 

tunneling of my own (but sec 165]). 

Queslioll 5. Does Ihe sysle/t/ llse a sillgle Logic L&F EC )
represe/lllliiollal schel/le? ( noII yes yes} 

Tucked into a short paragraph of L&F's Section 9 is their response to the 

charge that one might encounter representational difficulties in trying to 

capture all of human knowledge. Their strategy is simple: "when something 

proves awkward to represent, add new kinds of slots to make it compactly 

representable". In fact they apparently now have over 5000 kinds. If only 

representation were so simple. 

Severa~ issues are involved. To start with, there is the question of the 

expressive adequacy of their chosen representational system-frames, slots, 

and values. Especially in advance, I see no reason to believe (nor argument to 
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convince me) that mass nouns, plurals, or images should succumb to this 
scheme in any straightforward way-or, to turn it upside down, to suppose 
that, if an adequate solution were worked out within a frame-and-slot frame
work, that the framework would contribute much to the essence of the 
solution. Frames aren't rendered adequate, after all, by encoding other 
representational schemes within them.n 

Furthermore, one wonders whether any single representational framework
roughly, a representation system with a single structural grammar and interpre
tation scheme-will prove sufficient for all the different kinds of representation 
an intelligent agent will need. Issues range from the tie-in to motor and 
perceptual processing (early vision doesn't seem to be frame-like, for example; 
is late vision?) to the seeming conflict between verbal, imagistic, and other 
flavours of memory and imagination. You might view the difficulties of 
describing familiar faces in words, or of drawing pictures of plots or reductio 
arguments, as problems of externalizing a single, coherent, mentalese, but I 
suspect they really indicate that genuine intelligence depends on multiple 
representations, in spite of the obvious difficulties of cross-representational 
translation. 

Certainly our experience with external representations supports this conclu
sion. Consider architecture: it is simply impossible not to be impressed with the 
maze of blueprints, written specifications, diagrams, topological maps, pic
tures, icons, annotations, etc., vital to any large construction project. And the 
prospect of reducing them all to any single representational scheme (take your 
choice) is daunting to the point of impossibility. Furthermore, there are 
reasons for the range of type: information easily captured in one (the shape of 
topological contours, relevant to the determination of building site, e.g.) would 
be horrendously inefficient if rendered in another (say, English)?4 

The same holds true of computation. It is virtually constitutive of competent 
programming practice to be able to select (from a wide range of possibilities) a 
particular representational scheme that best supports an efficient and consistent 
implementation of desired behaviour. Imagine how restrictive it would be if, 
instead of simply enumerating them in a list, a system had to record N user 
names in an unordered conjunction of N" first-order claims: 

2.1 As indicated in their current comments. L&F have apparently expanded their representational 
repertoire in recent years. Instead of relying solely on frames and slots. they now embrace. among 
other things: blocks of compiled code. "unparsed" digitized images, and statistical neural net
works. But the remarks made in this section still largely hold. primarily because no mention is 
made of how these different varieties are integrated into a coherent whole. The challenge-still 
unmet. in my opinion-is to show how the "contents" contained in a diverse sel of representational 
schemes are semantically commensurable. in such a way as to support a generalized. multi-modal 
notion of inference. perception. judgment. action. For some initial work in this direction see [6) for 
a general introduction. and [7) for technical details. 

24 Different representational types also differ in their informational prerequisites. Pictures and 
graphs. for example. can't depict as little information as can English text-imagine trying to draw a 
picture of "either IwO adults or half a dozen children". 
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(3x, Iuser(x l )) /\ (3x~ ~ user(xJ) /\ ... /\ (3x" Iuser(x,,)) 

/\ «x, oF- x~) /\ (x, oF- X,) /\ ... /\ (x, oF- x,,)) 

/\ «X~oF-X,) /\ ... ) /\ ... /\ «x,,_, oF-X,,)) 

Or how equally untenable it would be to prohibit a reasoning system from 

using existentia s, or to limit it to domains where uniqueness of names could 

always be assumed. Yet one or other options would be forced by commitment 
to a "single scheme". Similarly, it's as unthinkable to prohibit display hardware 

from using bitmaps, in favour of frame-and-slot representations of each 

illuminated spot, as to force all representation into a bit-per-pixel mold. 

Against all such considerations, however, logic and L&F are once again 

similar in pledging allegiance to a singk representational scheme. As repre

sentative of the embedded view, I'll vote for variety. 

Queslion 6. Are Ihere only discrete propositions Logic L&F EC )
((no continuous represel/{(/tioll, images, ... ) '! I yes yes I no 

If pressed to represent continuous phenomena, L&F would presumably 
entertain real numbers as slot values, but that barely scratches the surface of 
the differences between discrete representations like formulae in a formal 

language, and various easily imagined forms of continuity, vagueness, indeter
minacy, analogues, etc. And it is not just that we can imagine them; anything 

like real intelligence will have to deal with phenomena like this. We have the 

whole messy world to capture, not just the distilled. crystalline structure of 
Platonic mathematics. 

In assessing the typology of representation, the distinction between discrete 
(digital) and continuous (analogue~5) representations is sometimes given pride 

of place, as if that were the ultimate division, with all other possibilities 

subcategorized below it. But other just as fundamental divisions cross-cut this 
admittedly important one. For example, there is a question of whether a 

representation rests on a conception or set of formulated categories, or is in 

some way pre- or non-conceptual (terminology from [15]). The natural tenden
cy, probably because of the prevalence of written language, is to assume that 

discrete goes with conceptual, continuous with non-conceptual, but this isn't 
true. The use of ocean buoys to demarcate treacherous water, for example, is 

presumably discrete but non-conceptual; intonation patterns to adjust the 

"Calling continuous reprcsentations "analogue" is both unfortunatc and distracting. "Ana
loguc" should prcsumably bc a prcdicatc on a represcntation whose structure corresponds to that 
of which it represents: continuous representations would be analogue if thcy rcpresented continu
ous phenomena. discretc representations analogue if they represcnted discrete phcnomcna. That 
continuous rcprcscnt<ltions should historically have comc to be callcd analogue prcsumably bctrays 
the recognition that. at the Icvels at which it mallcrs to us. thc world is morc foundational'ly 
continuous than it is discrete. 
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meanings of words ("what an extraordinary outfit") are at least plausibly both 
continuous and conceptual. Or consider another distinction: whether the base 
or "ur-elements" on which a representation is founded have determinate edges 
or boundaries. Both discrete and continuous objects of the sort studied in 
mathematics (the integers, the real line, and even Gaussian distributions and 
probability densities) are determinate, in the sense that questions about them 
have determinate answers. It's unclear, however, in questions about when 
tea-time ends, or about what adolescence is, or about exactly how many clouds 
there were when you poked your head out of your tent and said, with complete 
confidence, "there are lots of clouds today"-it's unclear in such cases whether 
there are determinate answers at all. The problem isn't an epistemic one, about 
incomplete knowledge, or a linguistic one, about the exact meanings of the 
words. The point is that the metaphysical facts just aren't there-nor is there 
any reason to suppose they should be there-to support a clean, black-and
white distinction. The competent use of the English plural, that is to say, 
doesn't require the existence of a denumerable base set of discrete elements. I 
am convinced that this distinction between phenomena that have sharp bound
aries (support determinate answers) and those that don't is more profound and 
more consequential for AI than the distinction between discrete and continu
ous instances of each variety. 

Modern logic, needless to say, doesn't deal with foundational indeterminacy. 
Nor are we given any reason to suppose that L&F want to take it on. One 
wonders, however, whether our lack of understanding of how relative certainty 
can arise on top of a foundationally vague base (no one would deny that there 
were lots of clouds outside that tent. after all) may not be the most important 
obstacle to the development of systems that aren't brittle in the way that even 
L&F admit we're limited to today. 

Question 7. Do the representations capture all Logic L&F 
that matters? ( no1 yes . yes I 

EC ) 

The situated view of representation cited earlier rests on the tenet that 
l,anguage, information, and representation "bridge the gap", in Perry's terms,2h 
between the state of the user(s) of the representation, and the state of the 
world being referred to. It's a position that accords with a familiar view of 
language as dynamic action, rather than simply as static description. And it has 
among its more extreme consequences the realization that not all of what 
matters about a situation need be captured, at least in the traditional sense, in 
the meanings of its constituent representations. 

For example, if someone simply yells "fire!", then some of what matters, 
including your understanding of what fire is, may be contributed by the 
surrounding situation, possibly even including the impinging thermal radiation. 
Call this totality of what matters-i.e., everything relevant to an assessment of 

~hThe phrase is from various of John Perry's leclures given at CSLI during 1986-88. 
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whether the communication worked properly-its full significance. The claim. 

then. is that the full significance of an intelllional action call outstrip its content. 
Facts of embodiment. of being there. of action. of experience, can, along with 

the content. inftuence the net or intended result. 
To understand what this means, consider three things that it doesn't. First. it 

isn't merely a repetition of the claim made in discussing question 2: that 

conceptual content isn't uniquely determined by the type of representation 

used. but is partially determined by the context of its use. Nor, second. is it a 

replay of the stronger claim made in discussing question 3: that even the 

meanings-not just contents! (see footnote l7)-of words or internal struc

tures may depend on their actual use. Although both of these involve use and 

context in a variety of ways, they remain claims about the relation between a 

representation and its semantic value. The current claim is stronger: that the 

full significance of an intentional act will outstrip even the situated semantic 
value of the representational ingredients constitutive of it, no matter how 

indexical. use-dependent. or situated a notion of content you care to come up 

with. 
Even this last way of putting it, however. isn't strong enough. because it 

allows room for a third possible stance. stronger than the previous two (i.e .. 

stronger than the embedded responses to questions 2 and 3), but still weaker 
than I have in mind here. In particular, someone might agree that an 

intentional action's full significance lies outside the content of the particular act 
itself. but go on to look for that additional contribution in the content of other 

representational structures. Thus, in determining the significance of "fire", you 
might look to other representations already present in the agent's head, or to 

conclusions that could be (quickly) drawn from things already represented. For 

example. you might expect to find the escape heuristic (that if someone shouts 
"fire!" it's good to get out of the way) represented in a previously stored 
internal frame. 

I don't disagree that this can happen; in fact I take it as almost obvious (what 
else is inference for, after all?). However, I intend with this seventh question 

to get at a stronger position yet: that the full significance of an intentional 
action (not just a communicative one) can crucially involve non-representation
al phenomena, as well as representational ones. I.e., it is a claim that the 

millennial story about intelligence won't consist solely of a story about repre
sentation, but will inevitably weave that story together with analyses of other. 

non-representational aspects of an intentional agent. Some of these other 

ingredient stories will describe salient facts of embodiment (possibly even 

including adrenaline levels), but they will talk about other things as well, 
including genuine participation in represented subject matters,l7 and the inter

nal manifestation (rather than representation) of intentionally important prop

~7 The foundational notion underlying the view of embedded computation. in particular. is one 
of partially disconnected participation; see [651. 
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erties. Some modern roboticists, for example, argue that action results primari

ly from the dynamical properties of the body; the representational burden to 

be shouldered by the "mind", as it were, may consist only of adjustments or 

tunings to those non-representational capacities (see, e.g., [55, 56]). Rhythm 

may similarly as much be exhibited as encoded in the intelligent response to 

music. Or even take a distilled example from LISP: when a system responds 

with the numeral "3" to the query "(LENGTH '(A Be))", it does so by 

interacting with non-representational facts, since (if implemented in the ordi

nary way) the list '(A B C) will have a cardinality, but not one that is repre

sented. 
Distinguishing representational from non-representational in any careful way 

will require a better theory of representation than any we yet have.~x Given 

sueh a story, it will beome possible to inquire about the extent to which 

intelligence requires access to these non-formulated (non-formulable?) aspects 

of the subject matter. Although it's premature to take a definite stand, my 

initial sense is that there is every reason to suppose (at least in the human case) 

that it does. Introspection, common sense, and even considerations of efficient 

evolutionary design would all suggest that inferential, mechanisms should avail 

themselves of any relevant available resources, whether those have arisen 

through representational channels, or otherwise. If this is true, then it follows 

that a system lacking any of those other channels-a system without the right 

kind of embodiment, for example-won't be able to reason in the same way we 

do. And so much the worse, I'd be willing to bet, for it. 

How do our three players stand on this issue? I take it as obvious that L&F 

require what logic assumes: that representation has to capture all that matters, 

for the simple reason that there isn't anything else around. For L&F, in other 

words, facts that can't be described might as well not be true, whether about 

fire, sleep, internal thrashing, or the trials of committee work. They are forced 

to operate under a maxim of "inexpressible~irrelevant". 

In contrast, as I've already indicated, I take seriously the fact that we are 

beaten up 'by the world-and not only in intentional ways. I see no reason to 

assume that the net result of our structural coupling to our environment--even 

that part of that coupling salient to intelligent deliberation-is exhausted by its 

representational record. And if that is so, then it seems overwhelmingly likely 

that the full structure of intelligence will rely on that residue of maturation and 

embodiment. So I'll' claim no less for an embedded computer. 

Here's a way to put it. L&F believe that intelligence can rest entirely on the 

meaning of representations, without any need for correlated, non-representa
tional experience. On the other hand, L&F also imagine their system starting to 

read and distill things on its own. What will happen, however, if the writers 

,., Though some requirements can he laid down: such as that any such theory have enough teeth 
so that not everylhing is representational. That would be vacuous. 
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tacitly rely on non-representational actions on the part of the reader'! The 

imagined system wouldn't be able to understand what it was reading. For 

example. there is no way in which L&Fs system would ever be able to 

understand the difference between right and Icft. 2
" 

J 
Logic L&F EC) 

Question 8. Arc reasoning alld inference central: ( ~ ~~~~ ~ ~,-I_~y~e_s~__y_e_sllI 

When logicians develop axiomatic accounts of set theory, criteria of elegance 

and parsimony push towards a minimal number of axioms-typically on the 

order of a dozen-from which an infinite numbcr of truths follow. It's a general 

truth: economy of statement is often a hallmark of penetrating insight. 

No one. however, expects distilled scientific theories alone to sustain COI11

plete. workaday. general-purpose reasoning. It is obvious that any reasonable 

problem solver (like any imaginable person). rather than deriving all its 

conclusions from first principles, will depend on a rich stock of facts and 

heuristics, derived results and rules of thumb-to say nothing of a mass of 

a-theoretic but relevant particulars (such as who it's talking to). So we should 

expect general intelligence to rest on a relatively high ratio of relevant truths to 

foundational axioms. especially in the face of resource-bounded processing, 

complex or just plain messy subject matters, and other departures from 

theoretical purity. 

Nonetheless. you can't literally know everything. No matter how knowledge

able. an agent will still have to think in order to deal with the world 

specifically-to conclude that if today is Tuesday then tomorrow must be 

Wednesday. for example (derived from the general fact that Wednesdays 

follow Tuesdays), or to figure out whether your friend can walk from Boston to 

Cambridge. not otherwise having heard of your friend. Universal instantiation 

and modus poncns may not be all there is to thought, but without some such 

faculty a system would be certifiably CPU-dead.,11 And instantiating universals 

," All the remarks made in footnote 16 apply here: it won't do to reply that L&F could build a 
model of right and left inside the system. or even attach a camera. since that would fall outsidc 
their stated program for representing the world. I too (i.e .. on the embedded view) would attach a 
camera. but I want a theory of what it is to attach a camera. and oJ some other things as well-slll:h 
as how to integrate the resulting images with conceptual representations. and how cnvisionment 
works. and how this all relates to the existence of '"intel'l1al'" sensors and effn;tors. and how it tics 
to action. and so on and so forth-until I get a theory that. as opposed to slots-and-frames. really 
docs do justice to full-scale participation in the world. Cameras. in short. are just the tip of a very 
large iceberg. 

'" To imagine the converse. furthermore. would be approximately equivalent to the proposal 
that programming languages do away with procedures and procedure calls. in favour of the 
advance storage of the sum towl of all potenlially relevant slack frames. so that any desired answer 
could merely be "read off', without having to do any work. This is no more plausible a route to 
intelligence than to satisfactory eomputation more generally. And it would raise daunting issues of 
indexing and retrieval-a subject for which, as discussed under question 4 (on consistency). there is 
no reason to suppose that L&F have any uniljue solution. 
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is only the beginning. "Inference" includes not only deduction, but induction, 

abduction, inference to the best explanation. concept formation. hYPolhesis 

testing-cven sheer speculation and creative flights of fancy. It can hardly be 

argued that some such semantically coordinated processing" is essential to 

intelligence. 
It shouldn't be surprising. then, that inference is the one issue on which all 

three positions coincide-logic, L&F, and EC. But superticial agreement 

doesn't imply deep uniformity. There are questions. in each case, as to what 

that commitment means. 

To see this. note that any inference regimen must answer to at leasl two 

demands. The tirst is famous: though mechanically defined on the form or 
structure of the representational ingredients ..'~ inference must make semantic 

sense (that's what makes it inference. rather than ad hoc symbol mongering). 

There simply must be some semantic justitication, that is to say-some way to 

sec how the "formal" symbol manipulation coordinates with semantic value or 

interprclation. Second. there is a question of finitude. One cannot forget. when 

adverting to inference as the mechanism whereby a tinite stock of representa

tions can generate an indetinite array of behaviour. that the inference mecha

nism iself must he compact (and hence productive). The deep insight. that is to 

say. is not that rcasoning allows a limited stock of information to generate an 

unlimited supply of answers. bUI that a synchronously tinite system can 

manifest diachronic;lIly indetinite semantic behaviour. 

Logic. of course. supplies a clear answer to the tirst demand (in ils notion of 

soundness). but responds only partially to the second (hence the dashed lines 

around its positive answer). A collection of inferential schemata are provided

each demonstrably trulh-preserving (Ihe tirsl requirement). and each appli

cable to an indefinite set of sentences (the second). But. as Al knows so well, 

something is still missing: the higher-level strategies and organizational princi

ples necessary to knit Ihese atomic steps together into an appropriate rational 

pattern. 
11 

Being able to reason. that is to say. isn't just the ability to take the 

right atomic steps: it means knowing how 10 think in the large-how to argue. 

how to ligure things out. how to think creatively ahout the world. Traditional 

logic. of course. doesn't address these questions. Nor-and this is the im

portant point-is there any a priori reason to helieve that that larger inferential 

demand can be fully met within the contines of logic's peculiar formal and 

semantic conventions. 

'I By "semanticall)' comdinatcu" I m~an only to capturc what deduction. induclion. rea~oning. 

contemplation. L'IC .• haw in common: roughly. some kinu of coordin;llion h~twe~n what is done to 

(or happ~ns h~cau~c or. or whatcver) a r~preSt'lllalion and ils ~cmanlic valuc or conlcn\. 
Soundncss. compil'tcncs~. and con~istcncy arc partic:.Jlarlv disconnected species: I ~U~pt'CI Illuch 
morc complicated Vl"rsion~ will ullimatdy he r~quircd. 

''- Or so. at Iea~t. it is traditionally argunl. This is not a view I am ultimately prcpar~d to accep\. 
" For simplicity. I'm assuming that ralional belief rcvi~ion will con~isl of a pallt'rIl of ~ollnd 

inference stcps-almost c~rtainlv not trll~. See c.g. I:lXI, 
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On the other hand-and this takes us to the embedded view-once one 

moves beyond logic's familiar representational assumptions (explicit. a-contex

tual representation. and so forth). no one has yet presented an inferential 

model that meets the first demand. To accept the embedded answers to 

questions 1-7 is thus to take on a substantial piece of homework: developing. 

from the ground up. a semantically coordinated and rationally justifiable 

notion of inference itself. This is just one of the reasons why the embedded 

perspective is sti,ll emerging. 

Nonetheless. important steps are being taken in this direction. The develop

ment of a contextually sensitive model of inference (based on a semantic 

notion of information. rather than symbolic form) is constitutive of Barwise 

and Etchemendy's work on situation theory. for example [6. 71. Similarly. in 

the situated automata work of Rosenschein. a similarly non-syntactic notion of 

inference is analyzed in terms of a machine's carrying information relative to 

the structure of its embedding environmenr'~. In a somewhat different vein. I 

have argued that an embedded notion of inference will ultimately be as 

relevant to clocks and other transducers as to sentential transformation [641. It 
is also becoming clear that even more traditional (i.e .. linguistic) forms of 

inference will as much involve the preservation of reference across a change in 

context. as the more familliar preservation of truth across a change in subject 

matter.;' Important as these new thrusts are. however. they are still just early 

steps. 

What about L&F? They have two options. To the extent that they agree with 

the present characterization of their position. vis-a-vis questions 1-7. they 

would probably want to avail themselves of logic's notion of inference. For 

reasons discussed earlier, however. this isn't enough: they would still have to 

take a stand on the relationship between truth-preserving logical entailment 

and the appropriate structure of rational belief revision. for example (see 

footnote 33). to say nothing of providing a finite account of an appropriate set 

of high-level control strategies. in order to provide a complete answer to the 

second demand. On the other hand. to the extent that they feel confined by 

logic's stringent representational restrictions (as they admit they do. for 

example. at least with respect to its insistence on full consistency-see question 

4). and want to embrace something more like the embedded view. then they 

too must answer to the much larger demand: of not simply presenting their 

inferential mechanism (let alone claiming to have embraced 20 different ones), 

but of explaining what their very notion of inference is. 

" Where information is approximately taken as counterfactual supporting correlation. in the 
spiril of Dretske [19J and Barwise and Perry [RI. See also Rosenschein [571. 

"For the application of some of these ideas 10 the design of an embedded programming 
language. see [IXI. 
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Question 9. Are participation and action crucial? 
Logic L&F EC )

( I no no I yes 

Reasoning is a form of action. Earlier I commented on L&F's relegation of 
reasoning to a secondary status by their treatment of it as search, their 
suggestion that the "control" problem is largely solved, and their claim that 
with enough "knowledge" deep reasoning will be largely unnecessary. 

But reasoning isn't the only kind of action that (at least in humans) has to be 
coordinated with representation. If you wander around Kyoto for the first 
time, poking your head into small shops, stopping for tea on the Philosopher's 
Walk, and graduaJly making your way back to the ryokan by something like 
dead reckoning, then your emergent conceptual understanding of the layout of 
the city must be constantly coordinated with your on-going but non-conceptual 
bodily movements. For example, if you remember that the hotel is somewhere 
off to your right, and then turn in that direction, you need to know that it is 
now roughly in front of you. In a similar way, we all need to know that 
tomorrow today wiJl be "yesterday". Representations that lead to action often 
have to be revised in light of that very action's being taken. 

Coordination management, as I will call this indissoluble blend of adjust
ment, feedback, action, belief revision, perception, dance, etc., arises in many 
corners of AI, ranging from planning and robotics to systems dealing with their 
own internal state (reflection and meta-level reasoning). Nor is AI the first 
discipline to recognize its importance: philosophers of science, and theorists of 
so-called "practical reasoning", have always realized the importance-and 
difficulty--of connecting thinking and doing. Students of perception, too, and 
of robotics, wrestle with their own versions of the coordination problem. 

Curiously enough, even L&F, although they don't embrace a participatory 
stance, won't entirely be able to avoid it. Though their system wiJl clearly shun 
the external world as much as possible,3ti it will still have to grapple with 
internal participation, if they go ahead with their proposal to encode (at the 
meta-level) such control knowledge as turns out genuinely to be needed. For 
example, suppose someone adds the foJlowing rule: that if the system uses any 
search strategy for more than 10 seconds without making definite progress, it 
should abandon that approach and try an alternative. Obeying this injunction 
requires various kinds of participation: recognizing that you have wasted 10 
seconds (perception); stopping doing so (action); registering what it was that 
you were doing (perception); selecting a plausible alternative (inference); 
setting that new goal in motion (action); "letting go" of the meta-level 
ddiberations (action on inference). Introspection and reflection might be better 

", One thing it won't be able to shun, presumably. will be its users. See footnote 37. 
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described as varieties of self-invo/vernenl than of self-reference (in spite of my 

"Varictics of Self-Referencc" [631; see also [65]).\7 
So we end this one with a curious tally. In virtue of its utterly disconnected 

stance. and of nol heing a compll/alio/!a/ syslern. logic is singularly able to 

ignore action and subject matter participation. On the embedded side. I take 

participatory connections with thc world as not just 'important, but as essential. 
In fact the cmbedded view could almost be summed up in the following claim: 

Participation in the suhject mailer is partially constitutive of in

telligence. 

When all is said and donc, in other words. I believe the tcrm "intclligent" 

should be predicated of an integrated way of being that includes both thought 

and action. not simply an abstract species of disconnected symbol manipula

tion. This may contravenc current theoretical assumptions, but I suspect it is 

consonant with ordinary common sensc. Frankly, I don't see how you could 

believe a system could comprehend all of consensus reality without being abk 
ro understand "Sec you tomorrow!".3S 

Between these two. L&F occupy a somewhat unstable middlc ground. I have 

listed them with logic. since that's where their claims go; therc is no hint that 

they envisage tackling issues of coordination. On the other hand. they will have 

to confront coordination management merely in order to get their system to 

turn over. quite apart from whether it manifests anything I would call 

intelligence. 

Question 10. Is physical embodime/lt importa/lt! Logic L&F EC )
( yesI no no I 

The authors of the mathematical theory of computability claimed as a great 

victory their elevation of thc subject of computation from messy details of 

physical implementation and fallible mechanism onto a pure and abstract 

plane. And the prime results of recursive function theory. including the famous 

"This paragraph makes explil:it something I have otherwise tried. in this artidc. to sidestep: the 
fact that (at least on my analysis) L& F's theoretical framework is not only inadequate for 
understanding intelligence. hut is also inadequate for understanding their own svstem (which. 1 am 
claiming. won't he intelligent. but will still exist). Driving a wedge between what computation is 
actually like and how we think of it is a primary hriet" of [651: for thc moment. simply assume that 
L&F. if they proceed with their project. will have to resort to a-theoretil:al programming 
techniques to handle this and other such issues. Control strUl:ture is only one example: another is 
user interaction. To the cxtent computers carryon conversations. aftcr all. they actually carr.\' them 
on. rather than merely representing them as being carried on (though they may do that as well) . 

.I- Again, as I said in footnote 16, it won't do to reply that they Clluld simply acid a counter to 
mark the passagc of time. For one thing (or at Icast so I claim) this example, although simple. is 
symrtomatic of a deep problem: it's not a surface nuisance to be programmcd around. Further
more. even if it werc simply disposed of. for L& F to treat it in an ad hoc. procedural way would be 
to part company with their own analysis. 

I 
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proofs of undecid<lbility, genuinely didn't seem to rely on any such im

plementational details. Modern programmers don't typically traffic in recursive 

function theory in any very conscious way. but they still accept the legacy of a 

computational level of analysis separate from (and possihly not even theoreti

cally reuuciblc to")) the physical 'level at which one understands the underlying 

physical substrate. 

More recently. however. especially with the increasing realization that 

rdative computability is as important as (if not morc important than) the 

absolute computability of the Ity]Os, the story is growing murkier, Though it 

treats its subject malleI' abstraclly. complexity theory still deals with something 

called time anu space; it's not entirely clear what relation those rather abstract 

notions bear to the space amI time of everyuay experience (or even to those of 

physics), Al 'least with regard to time, though, real (non-ahstract) temporal 

properlies of computation arc ohviously important. Whether ditlerences 

among algorithms arc measured in minutes, milliseconds. or ahstraci '"unit 

operations", the timc they take whcn they run is the same stuff that I spend 

over lunch. Anu the true spatial arrangement of integrateu circuits-not just an 

ahstracted notion of space-plays an incre'lsing role in determining architec

tures. 

Although it isn't clear where this will all lead, it does allow the question to 

be framed of whether considerations of physical emhodiment impinge on the 

'1I1alysis of a given eomputation:t1 svstem. For Iradition,t1 logic, of coursc, the 

answer is I/O; it is as pure :In exemplar as anything of the ,Ihstract view of 

computation and reprL'sL'ntation. And once again L&F's stance is similar: 

nothing suggests that they, along with most of the formal tradition. won't 

ignore such issues. 

Ag:lin the embedded view is different. I am prepared to argue that physical 

constraints enter computational thinking in a variety of familiar places. For one 

thing. I have come to believe that what (in a positive vein"') we call tilL' 

"forlllality" of computalion-Ihe claim. for example. that proof procedures 

rely sole'ly on the formal properties of the expressions they manipulate

amounts in the end to neither more nor less than "whatever ean be physically 

realized in a causally efficacious manner...~1 But this is not the only place where 

;" N"dlll'il>ilitr. a~ Ihl' ll'rlll is normallv USl'U in Ihl' phihls'lphv 'll' Sl'il'lll'l', is a rl'lalion bl'lWl'l'n 

t!l<'lIr;"s: lllll' Ihl'orv is Il'dlll'ihk III "IHllhl'l' if, Vl'rv I'lllighly. its prl'llil';lll'S ;lllll c1;liIllS l'"n bl' 
tr"nslall'd illiO lhllSl' 'll' anolhl'r. In conlrasl. Ihl' lerlll .I'1I/)('/'I'('/li('I/('(' i,; IISl,d III rl'latl' phl'lllll11l'n;1 

Ihclllsclvl'S: Ihus Ihl' Slrl'llglh of a hl'alll \\'lluld hI.' said III SUPl'l'Vl'lll' llil 11ll' l'hl'lllil·;t1 hllnds ill Ihl' 
l'llIlSlillllivl' wood, The IWO rl'l"lions "rl' dislinguishl'll hl'c"lIsl' pl'llpk !WVl' rl'ali71'd thaI. S,lllll'

whal cllilirary 10 unlUlllrl'd illillili'lll, slIpl'rv,nil'nl'l' dlll'SIl'1 Ill'l',ss;lrilv illlply rl'ducihility (SCl' 127. 

."" -m. .j II l. 
'" As llPPOSl'd III Illl' "lll'g;ltiVl'" rl'''ding.: 1l;lllll'ly_ 1h"l a forlll;t1c'"11IHllali'lIlal pnKl'S~ prllcl'l'd 

ilHkpl'lHknllv of the Sl'Ill"1l1il's, Thai Ihl' IWo rl'"ding~ ;lrl' "UIIC''fJIIIII/I-" disiinci is llhvi'lIlS: Ihal 
Ihl'y gl'l al difkrl'Il1 Ihillgs is ;Irglll'd in Ih)I, 

JI I "Ill nol asking thl' rl'"dl'r III agrl'l' wilh Ihis sl;i1l'llll'nl. willHlul 1l1l1rl' l'xpl;ln"li'lIl-jllsl III 
adlllit lhal il is Clllll',ptually l'llht'll'lll. 
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physical realization casts its shadow. Consider one other example: the notion 

of locality that separates doubly-linked lists from more common singly-linked 

ones, or that distinguishes object-oriented from function-based programming 

languages. Locality, fundamental'ly, is a physical notion, having to do with 

genuine metric proximity. The question is whether the computational use is 

just a metaphor, or whether the "local access" that a pointer can provide into 

an array is metaphysically dependent on the locality of the underlying physics. 

As won't surprise anyone, the embedded viewpoint endorses the latter pos

sibility. 

Question II. Does the sys!em support" original" Logic L&F EC )
(semafltics? I no no J yes 

It has often been pointed out that books and encyclopedias derive their 

semantics or connection to what they're about from the people that usc them. 

The analogous question can be asked about computers: whether the interpreta

tions of the symbol structures they use are in any sense "authentic" or 

"original" to the computers themselves, or whether computational states have 

their significance only through human attribution (see, e.g., [17; 31, pp. 32ff; 

60:1· 
The question is widely accepted, but no one has proposed a really good 

theory of what is required for semantical originality, so not a whole lot more 

can be said. Still, some of the themes working their way through this whole set 

of questions suggest that this issue of originality may be relevant not only for 

philosophical reasons but also for purposes of adequate inference and reason

ing. In particular, if the only full-blooded connection to subject matter is 

through external users, then it follows that a system won't be able to avail itself 

of that connection in carrying out its processes of symbol manipulation, 

reasoning, or inference. If. on the other hand, the semantic connection is 

autonomous (as one can at least imagine it is, for example, for a network mail 

system that not only represents facts about network traflic, but also sends and 

receives real mail), then the chances of legitimate inference may go up.~~ 

So the question should be read as one of whether the way of looking at the 

system, in each case, points towards a future in which systems begin to "own" 

their semantic interpretations-if still in a clunky and limited way, then at least 

with a kind of proto-originality. 

Even that vague a formulation is sufficient to corral the votes-and to 

"' I am not suggesting that physil:al involvemenl with the subjel:t matter is suftkient for original 
intentionality; that's ohviously not true. Andl don't mean. either. to imply lhe slril:t wnverse: that 
anything like simple physil:al wnneetion is lIecessary. since we l:an obviuusly genuinely refer to 
things from whil:h we are physil:ally Jisl:Onnel:teJ in a variety of ways-hy diswnl:e. from other 
galaxies; by fact. from Santa Claus: by possibility. from a round s4uare: by type. from the Ilumher 
2. Still, I am hardly alone in thinking that some kind of causa! cOllnecliI'ily is at least a l:onslituent 
part of the proper referential story. See e.g. Kripke [431, Drelske [llJl. and Fodor [2HI. 
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produce another instance of what is emerging as the recurring pattern. Like 
logic, L&F neither address nor imagine their system possessing anything like 
the wherewithal to give its frames and slots autonomous referential connection 
with the world. In fact something quite else suggests itself. Given the paucity of 
inference they imagine, the heavy demands on indexing schemes, and the 
apparent restriction of interaction to console events, L&F's system is liable to 
resemble nothing so much as an electric encyclopedia. No wonder its semantics 
will be derivative. 

Now it's possible, of course, that we might actually want an electric 
encyclopedia. In fact it might be a project worth pursuing-though it would 
require a major and revealing revision of both goals and procedure. Note that 
L&F, on the current design, retain only the formal data structures they 
generate, discarding the natural language articles, digests, etc., used in its 
preparation. Suppose, instead, they were to retain all those English entries, 
thick with connotation and ineffable significance, and use their data structures 
and inference engines as an active indexing scheme. Forget intelligence com
pletely, in other words; take the project as one of constructing the world's 
largest hypertext system, with CYC functioning as a radically improved (and 
active) counterpart for the Dewey decimal system. Such a system might 
facilitate what numerous projects are struggling to implement: reliable, con
tent-based searching and indexing schemes for massive textual databases. CYC's 
inference schemes would facilitate the retrieval of articles on related topics, or 
on the target subject matter using different vocabulary. And note, too, that it 
would exploit many current AI techniques, especially those of the "explicit 
representation" school. 

But L&F wouldn't be satisfied; they want their system itself to know what 
those articles mean, not simply to aid us humans. And it is against that original 
intention that the embedded view stands out in such stark contrast. With 
respect to owls, for example, an embedded system is more likel,y to resemble 
the creatures themselves than the Britannica article describing them. And this, 
I submit, to return to the question we started with, is the direction in which 
semantical originality lies. 

Question 12. Is room made for a divergence 
between the representational capacities of Logic L&F EC ) 
theorist and agent? ( I no no I yes 

The final question has to do with the relation between the representational 
capacities of a system under investigation, and the typically much more 
sophisticated capacities of its designer or theorist. I'll get at this somewhat 
indirectly, through what I'll call the aspectual nature of representation. 

It is generally true that if X represents Y, then there is a question of how it 

represents it~r, to put it another way, of how it represents it as being. The 
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two phrases "The Big Apple" and "the hub of the universe" can both be used 

to represent New York, but the latter represents it as something that the 
former does not. Similarly, "the MX missile" and Reagan's "the Peacemaker". 

The "represent liS" idiom is telling. If we hear that someone knew her 

brother was a scoundrel. but in public represented him as a model citizen, then 

it is safe for us to assume that she possessed the representational capacity to 

represent him in at least these two ways. More seriously-this is where things 
can get tricky-we, qua theorists, who characterize her, qUll subject, know 

what it is to say "as a scoundrel", or "as a citizen". We know because we loo 

can represent things as scoundrels, as citizens, and as a myriad other things as 
well. And we assume, in this example, that our conceptual scheme and her 

conceptual scheme overlap, so that we can get at the world in the way that she 
does. So long as they overlap, trouble won't arise.~1 

Computers, however, generally don't possess anything remotely like our 

discriminatory capacities:~ and as a result, it is a very substantial question for 

us to know how (from their point of view) they are representing the world as 
being. For example (and this partly explains McDermott's [49] worries about 

the wishful use of names), the fact that we use English words to name a 
computer system's representational structures doesn't imply that the resulting 

structure represents the world for the computer in the same way as that name 
represents it for us. Even if you could argue that a KRYPTON node labeled 
$DETENTE genuinely represented detente, it doesn't follow that it represents it 

as what we would call detente. It is hard to know how it does represent it as 
being (for the computer), of course, especially without knowing more about 
the rest of its representational struetures.~5 But one thing seems likely: 

$DETENTE will mean less for the computer than "detente" means for us. 

I suspect that the lure of L&F's project depends in part on their ignoring 
"as" questions, and failing to distinguish theorists' and agents' conceptual 

schemes. Or at [east this can be said: that they are explicitly committed to not 

making a distinction between the two. In fact quite the opposite is presumably 
their aim: what they want, of the system they propose to build, is something 

4.\ In logic, this required overlap of registration scheme turns up in the famous mandate that it 

metalanguage used to express a trulh theory must cOlllaill the predicate of the (object) language 
under investigation (Tarski's convention T). Overlap of registration schcmc, however. is at least 
potentially a much more comph.:x issue than one or simple language subsumption. 

44 Obviously they are simpler. but the differences are probably more interesting than that. The 
individuation criteria for computational proccsses are wildly different from those for people. and. 
even if Al were to succeed up to if not beyond its wildest drcams. notions like "death" will 
probably mean something rather different to machines than to us. Murder. for example. might only 
be a misdemeanor in a society with reliable daily backups. 

45 It would also be hard (impossible. in fact) for us to say. exactly. what representing somcthing 
as detente would mean for us-but for a very different reason. At least on a view such as that of 
Cussins [151, with which I am sympathetic. our understanding of the cOI1l:ept "deten!c" is not itself 
a conceptual thing, and therefore can't necessarily be captured in words (i.e .. concepts aren't 
conceplUally constituted). Cf. the discussion of formulation in Section 2. 
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that we can interact with, in our own language (English), in order to learn or 
shore up or extend our own understanding of the world. In order for such 

interaction to work-and it is entirely representational interaction, of course

the two conceptual schemes will have to be commensurable, on pain of 

foundering on miscommunication. 

Here, though, is the problem. I assume (and would be prepared to argue) 

that an agent (human or machine) can only carryon an intelligent conversation 
using words that represent the world in ways that are part of that agent's 

representational prowess. For an example, consider the plight of a spy. No 

matter how carefully you try to train such a person to use a term of high-energy 

physics, or the language of international diplomacy, subsequent conversations 
with genuine experts are almost sure to be awkward and "unintelligent" (and 

the spy therefore caught!) unless the spy can genuinely come to register the 
world in the way that competent users of that word represent the world as 
being. 

It follows, then, that L&Fs project depends for its success on the conso

nance of its and our conceptual schemes. Given that. the natural question to 

ask is whether the sketch they present of its construction will give it that 
capacity. Personally, I doubt it, because, like Evans 125J, I am convinced that 

most common words take their aspectual nature not only from their "hook-up" 
to other words, but from their direct experiential grounding in what they arc 
about. And, as many of the earlier questions have indicated, L&F quite dearly 

don't intend to give their system that kind of anchoring. 
So once again we end up with the standard pattern. Neither traditional Ilogic 

nor L&F take up such issues, presuming instead on what may be an un

warranted belief of similarity. It is characteristic of the embedded view to take 
the opposite tack; I don't think we'll ever escape from surprises and charges of 

brittleness until we take seriously the fact that our systems represent the world 
differently from us. 

4. The logical point of view 

No twelve questions, briefly discussed, can exhaust the representational 
terrain. Still, the general drift is clear. The repeated overlap between L&F and 

traditional logic betrays L&F's conception of what it is to be an "intelligent 

system". They must have in mind something similar to the prototypical 

logic-based theorem prover or question and answer system: the user types in a 

question and the system types back the answer, or the user types in a statement 
and the system types T or F, depending on its truth-that kind of thing. The 

system is conceived of entirely abstractly; it would have to be physically 

embodied, of course, in order to be typed at, but the level at which it was 

analyzed (syntax of frames, values of slots, etc.) would abstract away from all 
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such physical considerations. Such a system would not only be analyzed as 

disembodied. and be entirely disconnected from any of the subject domains 

that it "knew" about. it would thereby achieve what humans so rarely do: the 

ability to look out on the world from a completely objective. detached, 

a-contextual. universal ("from nowhere") vantage point. 
As the reader will have guessed. [ don't for a minute think such an 

achievement is possible, for man or machine (or even desirable; at its best 

intelligence should prepare you for being anywhere. not for being nowhere). 
But that's not really my point. Here, in the end, is what is most impressive 

about their paper. When all is said and done, L&F's vision of an intelligent 

system is remarkably similar to the traditional logica'l one: a complete ax

iomatization of the world manipulated by a general purpose inference engine. 

The "logicists", after all. never assumed that theorem proving was allY substitute 
for competent axiomatization; exactly the opposite is argued by McCarthy, 
Hayes, Hobbs, and others [34-37, 47]. L&F, however, have the distinction of 

using a much less expressive language (at least as far as we can tell, given that 

no semantic account seems to be in the cards). and of assuming no definite 
control regimen. Plus one more thing: unlike any modern logicist writer, they 
claim they can do the whole thing. 

5. Conclusion 

To take representing the world seriously (it's world representation, after all. 

not knowledge representation, that matters for AI) is to embrace a vast space 

of possibilities. You quickly realize that the intellectual tools developed over 
the last 100 years (primarily in aid of setting logic and meta-mathematics on a 
firm foundation) will be about as much preparation as a good wheel-barrow 

would be for a 24-hour dash across Europe. The barrow shouldn't be knocked; 

there are good ideas there-such as using a wheel. It's just that a little more is 

required. 
So there you have it. L&F claim that constructed intelligence is "within our 

grasp". I think it's far away. They view representation as explicit-as a matter 
of just writing things down. I take it as an inexorably tacit, contextual, 

embodied faculty. that enables a participatory system to stand in relation to 

what is distal, in a way that it must constantly coordinate with its underlying 
physical actions. L&F think you can tunnel directly from generic insight to 

system specification. I feel we're like medieval astrologers, gropings towards 

our (collective?) Newton. in a stumbling attempt to flesh out the theoretical 
middle realm. There is, though. one thing on which we do agree: we're both 

enthusiastic. It's just that I'm enthusiastic about the work that lies ahead; L&F 

seem enthusiastic that it won't be needed. 

Why?-why this difference? Of many reasons, one goes deep. From my 
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point of view, knowledge and intelligence require partIcIpation in the world. 
Lenat and Feigenbaum, apparently, think not. I can only conclude that they 
would not agree with Yeats, who I think said it well: 

I have found what I wanted-to put it all in a phrase, I say, "Man 
can embody the truth, but cannot know it. ,,41> 
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